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§ 1. Introduction 

Let 1C~ be the 2-component of 1Ci(sn). The purpose of this paper is 
to determine the orders of the generators of the groups 1C~+18 for n=10, 
11 and 12. H. Toda determined 1C~+i for i;;:;: 19 and all n in [2]. He 
defined the generators J..", ~" of 1C~~ and J..',~' of 1C~~, making use of Pro
positions in [2, Chapter 11] which assert the existence of new generators 
under certain conditions. Thus he obtained the group structures and 
generators of 1C~+18 (n= 10, 11 and 12) in [2, Theorem 12.22], which states 

1C~~=Z8E8Z2E8Z2: generated by J..", t;" and 1)10 0 Pl!> 

1C~~=Z8E8Z4E8Z2: generated by A', t;' and 1)11 0 P12, 

1C~~=Z32E8Z4E8Z4E8Z2: generated by ~12' EA', E1;' and 1)12 0 P13. 

But the orders of J..", ~", J..' and 1;' were not determined in [2]. In 
this paper, in order to investigate their properties further, we shall define 
new elements ~", i" and ~" of 1C~~ by Toda brackets. Then making use 
of the various properties of Toda brackets, we shall obtain many relations 
involving these new elements and the ones defined in [2]. These results 
will be stated in Propositions 1-4: These relations enable us to determine 
the orders of J..", ~", J..' and t;'. As the main results of this paper we shall 
determine the direct summands of 1C~+18 for n= 10, 11 and 12; 

Theorem. The group 1C~+18 (n = 10, 11 and 12) has the following direct 
summands with the generators defined by H. Toda in [2]. 

1C~~ =Z8{t;"}E8Z2{t;" ± J.."}E8Z2{r;1O 0 P11}' 

1C~~ = Z8{t;'}E8Z4{t;' + J..'}E8Z2{ 1)11 0 P12}' 

1C~~=Z32{t;12}E8Z4{Et;' +4t;dE8Z4{Et;' + EA'}E8Z 2{1)12 0 P13}' 
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